Avast combines artificial intelligence with human ingenuity to create the world’s largest cybersecurity network protecting people and businesses from attacks online. We safeguard their data, identity, privacy, and digital relationships with sophisticated solutions that are engaging and easy to use.
Privacy and Security

Protecting users’ online security and privacy with award-winning, cross-platform VPN and antivirus products, both free and premium. Plus, private online browsing with the Avast Secure Browser.

Family Safety

Keeping families safe with technologies that can report children’s locations to parents and provide control over their online activities. These apps are provided directly through app stores and mobile and broadband operators.

Business Security

Safeguarding small and medium businesses from the growing threat of downtime, lost revenue, and reputational damage caused by cyberattacks with integrated, layered endpoint and cloud-based security solutions.

Performance Products

Helping users boost their productivity with cleanup and performance products that optimize their personal computers and Android devices by removing junk and unwanted files.

IoT Security

Securing home Wi-Fi networks as well as every smart device connected to them, both directly to consumers and through mobile and broadband operators so they can keep their subscribers safe.
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